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1. Introduction
The International Multimedia Telecommunications Consortium (IMTC) has created a framework
for leveraging Software-Defined Networking (SDN) to optimize the user experience of Unified
Communications and Collaboration (UC&C) applications, to provide comprehensive visibility into
media quality issues, and to automate problem resolution where possible. While the initial focus
of this framework was on UC&C, there are a variety of other applications—such as video
teleconferencing, telepresence, virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI), video surveillance, and
others—that also rely on real-time delivery of media streams and thus can benefit from the
same SDN-based framework. To reflect the expansion of scope to include all Real-Time Media
(RTM) applications, we now refer to this framework as RTM-SDN.
To ensure fast initial progress, early versions of the framework were intentionally limited in
scope to enterprise deployments where both the UC&C applications and the network on which
they run were under control of a single administrative entity. This was an effective approach to
gain marketplace traction and vendor adoption. However, UC&C and other RTM deployments
are rapidly moving towards a public cloud-based deployment model where the RTM
Infrastructure is hosted in public clouds and accessed by multiple enterprise customers across a
combination of public and private networks. This document extends the prior IMTC SDN
framework to account for the additional challenges related to public UCaaS.
We start with a review of the Automated QoE and Automated Diagnostics services introduced in
earlier versions of the framework. We then describe a typical cloud-based RTM deployment and
the associated RTM-SDN use cases. These use cases lead to a number of changes to the RTMSDN architecture. We present an updated information model that accommodates the updated
architecture.

2. Definitions
The following definitions apply to this document:
Administrative Domain: A portion of the network that is managed by a single administrative
entity. If SDN is used, it is assumed that each Administrative Domain is managed
by a separate (logically centralized) SDN Controller.
Automated Diagnostics Service (ADS): A service (described in [2]) that leverages SDN to interact
with both the network infrastructure and RTM applications to provide
comprehensive visibility and automate problem resolution.
Automated QoE Service (AQS): A service (described in [1]) that optimizes the Quality of
Experience delivered by Real-Time Media applications by leveraging SDN to
automate QoS marking, to dynamically provision traffic engineering, and to
provide network admission control.
Back to Back User Agent (B2BUA): is a logical element that operates between end points of
communication sessions and divides them into multiple separate legs and
mediates all signaling between the endpoints of the session. A B2BUA may
provide session management, protocol interworking, enhanced security and
topology hiding.
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Call Leg:

A session established directly between two user agents without involving any
intermediary Back-to-Back User agents. An end-to-end RTM Session can be
constructed as an ordered set of Call Legs.

Cloud-Hosted RTM Service: A delivery model where RTM application and services are outsourced
to a third-party provider and delivered over a private or public network.
Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE): A technique to discover the most direct path
between two endpoints. This is commonly used for real-time media such as
voice or video, to avoid the additional latency associated with sending media
through a central server. This can be quite tricky due to network address
translators (NATs), firewalls, and other network barriers.
Media Flow:

An end-to-end flow of Real-Time Media between two user agents involved in an
RTM Session. End-to-end media flows may traverse multiple routing domains.

Media Segment: A part of an end-to-end media flow that lies entirely within a single Routing
Domain. An RTM Media Flow can be constructed as an ordered set of Media
Segments.
Multi-tenancy: An architecture where a single instance of a software application serves
multiple customers. Each customer is called a tenant.
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS): A scalable, protocol-independent transport service
frequently provided by Services Providers as a virtualized WAN services with
Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
Network Address and Port Translation (NAT): The process of modifying IP address and port
information in IP headers while in transit across a network element.
Northbound Interface (NBI): In an SDN architecture, northbound interfaces are used to
communicate between the SDN Controller and higher layer services and
applications.
Quality of Experience (QoE): A measure of a user’s entire experience with a service (e.g. phone
call, video conference, etc.)
Quality of Service (QoS): A model that provides differentiated treatment for different Classes of
Service.
Real-Time Media (RTM): Any mode of voice, video or other multimedia in which users can
exchange information with negligible latency. In this context, the term "realtime" is synonymous with "live".
RTM Session:

An end-to-end connection between two RTM user agents (or between a RTM
user agent and an RTM service) that is established by exchanging signaling
messages between these user agents. End-to-end signaling messages used to
establish an RTM Session may be routed through one or more Back-to-Back
User Agents.

Routing Domain: A connected group of IP prefixes that are directly connected using a single
routing protocol without requiring Network Address Translation. Each routing
domain establishes a separate IP address space. A single routing domain can
consist of multiple Administrative Domains.
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SDN Controller: A logically centralized entity that controls the forwarding behavior of multiple
network elements.
Service Level Agreement (SLA): a contract between a service provider and a customer that
specifies, in measurable terms, what quality, capacity and reliability of network
services are to be provided for different classes of service.
Session Border Controller (SBC): A type of Back-to-Back User Agent deployed at the border
between two different administrative domains to control the flow of RTM
signaling and media traffic between those domains. SBCs primarily focus on
security and privacy, but they are also used to bridge different routing domains
and to transcode media streams where necessary.
Software Defined Networking (SDN): The physical separation of the network control plane from
the forwarding plane where a control plane controls several devices.
Southbound Interface (SBI): In an SDN architecture, southbound interfaces are used to
communicate between the SDN Controller and the network elements (e.g.
switches, routers, etc.)
Traffic Engineering: The set of methods used for optimizing the performance of a network by
dynamically analyzing, predicting, and regulating the behavior of data
transmitted over that network.

3. RTM-SDN Overview
The RTM-SDN framework currently includes an Automated QoE Service that optimizes the user
experience of UC&C applications and an Automated Diagnostics Service that provides
comprehensive visibility into any quality issues, and attempts to automate problem resolution
where possible.

Automated QoE Service (AQS)
The RTM-SDN framework includes an Automated QoE Service (AQS) [1] that uses SDN to
dynamically configure QoS capabilities of the network infrastructure to ensure a high Quality of
Experience (QoE) based on requested RTM traffic loads. The goal of the AQS is to augment
“best-effort” delivery of real-time media streams with the appropriate QoS treatment where
possible, without interfering with correct operation of the system.
The functional architecture of the Automated QoE Service is shown in Figure 1:
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Automated QoE Service Overview

As shown in the figure, the Automated QoE Service includes the following functional modules:


Dynamic QoS Marking: this module is responsible for applying the appropriate QoS
markings to media flows associated with RTM sessions



Admission Control: this module decides the Class of Service and the bandwidth to be
allocated in response to the resource request



Dynamic Traffic Engineering: this module governs the allocation of total available link
capacity to the different Classes of Service as well as path selection based on available link
capacity



Policy: this module allows Administrators to create the necessary policies for the QoS
Marking, Admission Control, and Traffic Engineering modules

Automated Diagnostics Service (ADS)
The framework also includes an Automated Diagnostics Service (ADS) [2] that provides
comprehensive visibility into all aspects of RTM quality and performance. The ADS uses SDN to
extract detailed per-session network performance and traffic utilization metrics and correlates
these with user-level quality metrics provided by the RTM applications to assist with root cause
analysis of RTM quality issues and to automate problem resolution. The functional architecture
of the Automated Diagnostics Service is shown in Figure 2:
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As shown in the figure, the Automated Diagnostics Service includes the following functional
modules:
1. Session Monitoring: this module tracks active session on the network and collects the
relevant quality metrics for these sessions using the following two submodules:
a. RTM Data Collection: this module interfaces with RTM applications to collect
diagnostics information from the associated applications and corresponding endpoints.
b. Network Data Collection: this modules interface with network elements to collect
diagnostics information from the associated network interfaces.
2. Problem Resolution: this module is responsible for identifying root causes of quality
problems and resolving issues if possible. Note that this module could interact with the
Automated QoE module if necessary (for example to invoke the Dynamic Traffic Engineering
functionality [1]).
1. Data Repository: this module is responsible for storing all session quality and monitoringrelated data collected by the ADS.
2. Analytics: this module provides an analytics engine or similar system to try and identify
specific patterns or trends that are a likely source of quality issues or may perform data
correlation to identify and categorize known issues for more efficient troubleshooting.
3. Policy: this module allows Administrators to create the desired policies and custom
thresholds for the session monitoring, data collection, and analytics modules.
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4. Cloud-Hosted RTM Applications
Cloud-hosted deployments of Unified Communications (and Real-Time Media applications in
general) differ from enterprise deployments in a number of important ways. This section
describes those differences using the example shown in Figure 3:
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•

Typical Real-Time Media Cloud Service Deployment

Real-Time Media applications (such as Call Control Servers and Media Servers) are deployed
in a cloud datacenter and managed by the RTM Services Provider. Figure 3 shows a single
cloud-hosted RTM application. For purposes of the discussion, we assume that the domain
name of the RTM application is rtm-application.com.
Cloud-hosted RTM applications are typically multi-tenant, meaning that the same
application is shared by multiple different customers. The example in Figure 3 shows two
RTM Services customers: Enterprise A (enterprise-a.com) and Enterprise B
(enterprise-b.com).

•

RTM endpoints (“user agents”) that access the cloud-hosted RTM applications can be
located on corporate enterprise networks or on the public internet (e.g. to support home or
traveling users). Figure 3 shows two users in Enterprise A: user A1 (a1@enterprisea.com) and user A2 (a2@enterprise-a.com). It also shows a user B1 in Enterprise B
(b1@enterprise-b.com).

•

Endpoints on the corporate network typically use the public internet to access the RTM
cloud infrastructure, although enterprise customers may also use dedicated private access
networks—such as MPLS networks—with a Service Level Agreement (SLA) to provide a more
reliable and higher-quality user experience. It is also possible to use both the public internet
as well as private access networks, in which case SD-WAN technology could be used to
dynamically route traffic across the appropriate network as conditions change.
Note that it might be necessary to route media streams across multiple different network
providers in order to provide end-to-end connectivity. In Figure 3, Enterprise A endpoints
can reach the RTM Services provider directly through Network Service Provider 1, but
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Enterprise B endpoints must route across both Network Service Provider 2 and Network
Service Provider 1 to reach the RTM Service Provider.
•

Both the enterprise hosting the endpoints as well as the cloud datacenter where the RTM
infrastructure is deployed typically use private networks (e.g. using RFC 1918 IP address
ranges) that do not exchange routing information with the public internet or with private
access networks.

•

Enterprises typically deploy NAT Firewalls to provide connectivity between private
enterprise networks and the public internet or dedicated private access networks. Many
Real-Time Media applications today use Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) in
conjunction with the signaling protocol to discover at call setup time what the supported
NAT Firewall capabilities are along the path.

•

On the cloud datacenter side, Real-Time Media providers typically deploy a Session Border
Controller (SBC) or a similar Edge Server to provide access to the RTM applications from the
access networks. Unlike firewalls, SBCs do not simply pass traffic back and forth between
the access networks and the datacenter network. Instead, SBCs typically act as termination
points, both for signaling traffic as well as for media traffic. Rather than passing through
incoming call signaling traffic to the RTM applications, SBCs terminate the call and place a
corresponding new call to the RTM applications. Similarly, SBCs “anchor” the media,
meaning they terminate RTP media flows and generate corresponding new media flows.
SBCs are an example of “back-to-back user agents”. To avoid using technology-specific
terminology, the remainder of this document will use the term “Back-to-Back Agent” (B2BA)
rather than SBC to specify the edge component between the RTM provider and the network
service providers. We will use b2ba.rtm-application.com as the DNS name for the
back-to-back agent in Figure 3.

The differences between cloud-hosted deployments and enterprise deployments result in a
number of differences between call flows for cloud-hosted deployments and enterprise
deployments. The next two sections highlight these differences.

5. Signaling Use Cases
RTM applications exchange call signaling messages for user agent registration and for initiating
calls.

Registration
Before RTM users can participate in sessions, their user agents typically register with the RTM
application. In cloud-hosted deployments, user registration messages need to get routed across
multiple networks and routing domains. As discussed in the previous section, many cloudhosted RTM deployments use Back-to-Back Agents for routing these messages in and out of the
cloud data center (although other mechanisms can be used as well). When B2BAs are used,
registration messages are processed as shown in Figure 4:
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Registration flows

1. The user agent must first locate the RTM application by doing a DNS lookup. In the example
above, user agents in Enterprise A query the DNS for the SIP SRV record of their domain (the
enterprise-a.com domain). For cloud-hosted deployments, this SRV record points to the
Back-to-Back Agent (b2ba.rtm-application.com) rather than to the RTM application
servers, since the B2BA is the externally accessible “proxy” for those servers.
2. User agents then send a REGISTER request to the B2BA that contains their Address of
Record (AOR) as well as the address at which the user agent can be reached. In cloud
environments, signaling messages are typically sent over TLS to ensure secure
communication.
3. For each REGISTER request it receives, the B2BA initiates a new REGISTER request to the
RTM application servers running in the RTM Services Network. This REGISTER request
contains the same AOR, but B2BAs may insert their own SIP address in the Contact headers
to make sure that all further messages intended for the client identified by the AOR are
routed to the B2BA.
4. The RTM application servers send an acknowledgement for the registration back to the
B2BA.
5. In response to this acknowledgment, the B2BA sends a corresponding acknowledgment
back to the user agent.
As explained in the initial Automated QoE Service document, RTM Applications send a
registration_start message to the RTM-SDN Service in response to each endpoint
registration. However, since the B2B Agent may rewrite the information contained in the
endpoint registration messages, the RTM Application may not have access to the full set of
endpoint information. To make sure that the RTM-SDN Service receives all the necessary
endpoint registration information, it is recommended that that both the B2B Agents as well as
the RTM Applications communicate with the RTM-SDN Service to inform the RTM-SDN Service
of new endpoint registrations.
Of course, this could result in the RTM-SDN Service receiving two registration_start
messages for each endpoint registration. The RTM-SDN Service must be able to identify
duplicate registration messages and consolidate information from both messages into a single
registration record.
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Initiating Calls
Just like B2B Agents terminate and reinitiate all registration messages, they also terminate and
reinitiate call setup messages, as follows:
1. User A1 in Enterprise A initiates a call to User B1 in Enterprise B by sending an INVITE
message to user B1’s user agent at b1@enterprise-b.com. As with registration
messages, this INVITE is sent to the B2BA since the B2BA is advertised in the DNS as the
proxy for the enterprise-b.com domain.
2. In response to receiving the INVITE, the B2BA creates a new INVITE message to
b1@enterprise-b.com and automatically routes it to the RTM application running inside
the hosting center.
3. The RTM application looks up the b1@enterprise-b.com in its registration database, and
proxies the INVITE back to the B2BA, since the B2BA is registered as the user agent handling
the b1@enterprise-b.com address.
4. When the B2BA receives the INVITE message to b1@enterprise-b.com from the RTM
server, it looks up the b1@enterprise-b.com address in its own registration database and
finds the Contact address (or the TLS connection) for User B’s user agent running in
Enterprise B. The B2BA then initiates a new INVITE to User B’s user agent.
5. SIP acknowledgements take a similar return path (not shown in the Figure).
This shows that a simple call between User A and User B results in at least three different SIP
calls as shown in Figure 5.
Call Leg 1

Call Leg 2
RTM
Application

INVITE

RTM

NAT

B2B

INVITE

NE

INVITE

Call Leg 3

NAT
RTM

Figure 5.

Call setup flows

We refer to each of these SIP calls as different call legs, and the three call legs together make up
the end-to-end session. It is the B2BA’s responsibility to provide the necessary information that
associates these three call legs with the single session between the two user agents. Most
B2BAs today use proprietary information in the SIP headers to do this, but RFC7989 provides a
standard mechanism (using session IDs) for this purpose.
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As explained in the Automated QoE Service document, the RTM Application sends a
session_start message to the RTM-SDN Service for each new call on the network. To make
sure the RTM-SDN Service has information about the various SIP call legs involved in the call, it is
recommended that the B2B Agents as well as the RTM Applications communicate with the RTMSDN Service to inform the RTM-SDN Service of new calls. In the scenario shown in Figure 5, this
means that the RTM-SDN Service may receive three session_start messages, one for each
call leg involved in the call. It is the responsibility of the RTM-SDN Service to associate these
three call legs with the same end-to-end session (e.g. using RFC 7989 session IDs).

6. Media Flow Handling Use Cases
Media flows associated with cloud-hosted RTM deployments typically traverse multiple routing
domains as shown in Section 4. RTM-SDN services must communicate with each of the routing
domains through which a media stream flows in order to request QoS treatment (since domains
may not trust QoS markings applied in other domains) as well as to monitor quality.
This means that RTM-SDN services must take the following steps:
1. Determine the end-to-end media path: Based on the information provided by the RTM
Application, determine the end-to-end path taken by each media flow across the multiple
routing domains. In a typical call scenario, end-to-end media flows will traverse public
networks as well as one or more private networks. The RTM-SDN Service must be able to
identify each of these networks along the media path.
2. Determine the set of media flow segments:
a. Split each end-to-end media flow into an ordered list of contiguous media segments
where a media segment is a part of an end-to-end media flow that lies entirely inside a
single routing domain.
b. For each media segment, construct a 5-tuple that uniquely identifies the media
segment. This 5-tuple must be constructed from the set of IP addresses exchanged by
user agents at call setup time.
3. Request QoE treatment and quality monitoring:
a. For each of the media segments, Identify the SDN controller that is responsible for the
domain in which the media segment lies.
b. Communicate with that SDN controller to request QoS treatment and to start collecting
quality metrics for the media segment.
This section uses several typical call scenarios to show how the RTM-SDN Service determines the
end-to-end path taken by each of the media flows, and how these paths are decomposed into a
number of media segments. The next section will discuss how these media segments are used to
identify the Controllers or Orchestrators from which to request QoE treatment and monitoring.
To understand the steps that need to be taken by the RTM-SDN service, it is useful to review
how RTM Applications establish end-to-end connections in cloud-hosted environments. In
enterprise deployments, end-to-end media paths are established directly between the IP
addresses contained in the INVITE messages exchanged as part of call setup. In cloud
deployments, however, a user agent’s IP address is typically a private address on the enterprise
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network that cannot be reached directly from public networks. This means that the user agent’s
IP address cannot be used for establishing direct connections with user agents in different
enterprises or with media servers located in the RTM Service Provider network. Private IP
addresses must be translated into publicly routable addresses before they can be advertised
externally. NAT firewalls do not solve this issue, since they only translate addresses contained in
IP headers, not in the IP packet payload.
Cloud-hosted RTM deployments typically use one of the following two mechanisms to establish
end-to-end connectivity when user agents are located on private IP addresses:

Interactive Connectivity Establishment
Most user agents deployed in cloud-hosted RTM deployments use a mechanism called
Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) to negotiate end-to-end media paths across multiple
routing domains. Using ICE, user agents advertise all the IP addresses at which they can be
reached and perform connectivity tests at call setup time to determine the optimal IP address
for each session.
User agents typically advertise three types of IP address/port candidates as shown in Figure 6:
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Figure 6.
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1. The local host address (IPH). This is the user agent’s local IP address on the enterprise
network. As explained before, this is typically an address within a private IP address space.
2. The server-reflexive address (IPS). This is the user agent’s NAT’d IP address as seen by a
server on the public network (hence the name server-reflexive address). User agents
typically obtain their server reflexive address using a protocol called STUN.
3. The relayed address (IPR). Depending on the type of firewall used, it may not always be
possible (or permitted) to reach a user agent on a private address by directing traffic to its
server-reflexive address. For example, server-reflexive addresses cannot be used with
Symmetric NAT firewalls. In that case, the only reliable mechanism for routing media is to
establish a relay channel through the firewall to a relay server on the public network and to
route media traffic across this relay channel. Each relay channel is terminated on the relay
server using a specific IP address/port combination. The IP address/port combination of the
relay termination point is referred to as the corresponding user agent’s relayed address.
User agents can establish their own relay channels by communicating with a relay server
using a protocol called TURN (Traversal Using Relays around NAT).
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When using ICE, user agents advertise all available ICE candidates in their signaling messages.
When a session has been accepted, user agents must then decide which ICE candidate is the
most appropriate for the established session. ICE specifies the following mechanism for
selecting optimal candidates:
•

Each user agent pairs up its own set of ICE candidates with the set of ICE candidates
received from the counterparty in the session to create a list of candidate pairs.

•

User agents sort the candidate pairs in priority order (as specified by ICE) and send
connectivity checks on each candidate pair.

•

User agents must acknowledge checks received from the other agent. When a user agent
receives an acknowledgment for a given connectivity check, it means that the corresponding
candidate pair is a viable option for communication.

•

Of all the candidate pairs that were acknowledged within a certain time period, the pair with
highest priority will be used for communication.

As soon as the ICE connectivity check process completes, user agents can start routing media
using the IP addresses and ports of the selected ICE candidates. The selected media path
depends on the location of the endpoints involved in the session, the capabilities of the firewalls
and B2BAs involved in the session, and the available STUN and TURN infrastructure.
The examples in the remainder of this section show how the RTM Application and RTM-SDN
Service interact to determine the end-to-end media path when ICE is used. The general
mechanism for each of the scenarios is as follows:
1. The RTM Application collects the set of IP addresses that might be involved in the call by
extracting the advertised ICE candidates from the signaling messages. It communicates
these IP addresses to the RTM-SDN Service.
2. After ICE negotiation completes, the RTM Application then communicates the IP addresses
that were selected by the endpoints.
3. By reconciling the ICE candidates that were ultimately selected with the initial set of
candidates, the RTM-SDN Service then determines the end-to-end call paths as well as the
set of media segments.
Note that this mechanism assumes that the RTM Application is made aware of the candidate
pair that was ultimately selected by the ICE negotiation process. In order to take full advantage
of the RTM-SDN capabilities, it is a requirement that user agents communicate the selected ICE
candidate to the RTM application (e.g. using SIP RE-INVITE messages) so the RTM Application
can pass it on to the RTM-SDN Service.
Note also that ICE candidates exchanged in SDP messages only carry information about the IP
addresses and ports at which endpoints receive media streams. No information is available in
ICE about the source IP addresses and ports from which those media streams are sent. In many
cases, it is safe to assume that addresses are symmetric and the same IP addresses and ports are
used both for sending and receiving media streams. However, there may be RTM
implementations where this is not a valid assumption and additional mechanisms must be
available for the RTM endpoint to provide this information to the RTM-SDN service.
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Intra-Enterprise Calls using Local Media
Figure 7 shows a call between two user agents within the same enterprise (and located on the
same enterprise network). In this scenario, ICE negotiation results in a direct path between the
local host addresses of user agent A1 and user agent A2.

RTM
Application

Segment 1

RTM

B2B

NAT

RTM

Figure 7.

Direct media path between local host addresses

This scenario has the following characteristics:
•

Each media flow consists of only one single media segment

•

The media segment is identified by a 5-tuple that contains the local host addresses of the
two user agents involved in the call.

The single media segment is shown in the following table:
Segment

Domain

Between

Identifying 5-Tuple

Segment 1

Enterprise A

User Agent A -> User Agent B

(AH, BH)

The RTM Application and the RTM-SDN Service take the following steps to determine the endto-end media path and the associated media flow segment:
1. Whenever a new session is initiated, the RTM Application informs the RTM-SDN Service of
the new session. As specified in the initial Automated QoE Service document, the RTM
Application uses the session_start operation for this purpose. In cloud-hosted
environments, the session_start operation includes all the advertised ICE candidates.
The session_start message must also include information about the tenant domain in
which the local host address of the endpoint is located. This will allow the RTM-SDN service
to uniquely identify the Controller/Orchestrator for the network domain in which the
endpoint is located.
It is assumed that the server reflexive and relay addresses are located in the public routing
domain, which means that no additional tenant domain information is required for those
addresses.
2. After ICE negotiations complete, the RTM Application uses the session_update operation
to communicate the selected set of candidates to the RTM-SDN Service. In the scenario in
this section, ICE negotiation results in the selection of local host candidates. Based on its
understanding of ICE, the RTM-SDN Service concludes that the selection of local host
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candidates for both endpoints results in a direct connection on the private tenant network.
The RTM-SDN Service can safely discard information about the other candidates.

Inter-Enterprise Calls using Direct Media
Figure 8 shows a call between two users in different enterprises. In the scenario shown, ICE
negotiation resulted in direct communication between the server-reflexive addresses of A and B.
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NAT

NE
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NAT
RTM

Segment 3
Figure 8.

Media path using server-reflexive IP addresses

The scenario shown in the figure consists of the following three media segments:
Segment

Domain

Between

Identifying 5-Tuple

Segment 1

Enterprise A

User agent A -> NAT

(AH, BS)

Segment 2

Public Network

NAT A -> NAT B

(AS, BS)

Segment 3

Enterprise B

NAT B -> User Agent B

(AS, BH)

The following steps are taken to determine the end-to-end media path and the associated
media flow segments:
1. As before, the RTM Application uses the session_start operation to inform the RTM-SDN
Service of the new session on the network, and it passes along the ICE candidates for both
endpoints.
2. When ICE negotiation completes, the RTM Application uses the session_update
operation to inform the RTM-SDN Service that the server-reflexive candidates were selected
for both endpoints.
3. Between the NATs at the edge of each tenant’s network, media are routed directly. This
portion of the end-to-end media flow is represented through a flow segment that is
identified by the server-reflexive IP addresses of the endpoints involved.
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4. Based on its understanding of NAT and ICE, the RTM-SDN Service knows that when server
reflexive addresses are used to terminate media flows, an extra media flow segment will be
present on the local tenant network to route the media from the NAT firewall to the
endpoint’s local host address.
5. A similar media flow segment exists for the other endpoint.

Inter-Enterprise Calls using Relayed Media
Figure 11 shows a call between two users in different enterprises where ICE negotiation results
in relayed media for user agent B.

Segment 2
Segment 1

RTM
Application

Relay

RTM
NAT

B2B

NE

Segment 3
Relay Channel
NAT

RTM

Segment 4
Figure 9.

Media path using relayed media

The scenario shown in the figure consists of the four media segments shown in the following
table. In this table, BR refers to the relayed address of User Agent B.
Segment

Domain

Between

Identifying 5-Tuple

Segment 1

Enterprise A

User Agent A -> NAT A

(AH, BR)

Segment 2

Public Network

NAT A -> Relay

(AS, BR)

Segment 3

Public Network

Relay -> NAT B

(BR, BS)

Segment 4

Enterprise B

NAT B -> User Agent B

(BR, BH)

In this scenario, it is important to note that Segments 3 and 4 represent a relay channel that was
established between User Agent B and the Relay Server, rather than a pure media flow
negotiated using SIP. Media flows intend for User Agent B are received by the Relay Server and
encapsulated inside the relay channel in order to be forwarded to User Agent B.
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The end-to-end media path and associated media flow segments are determined as follows:
1. As before, the RTM Application uses the session_start operation to inform the RTM-SDN
Service of the new session on the network, and it passes along the ICE candidates for both
endpoints.
2. After ICE negotiation completes, the RTM Application sends the selected ICE candidate using
the session_update message. For endpoint B, ICE negotiation results in the use of
endpoint B’s relayed IP address. Based on its understanding of ICE, the RTM-SDN Service
knows that when a relayed IP address is used, an extra media flow is present that flows
across the relay channel between endpoint B (on the local tenant network) and the channel
termination point on the Relay server.
3. Information about the relay channel is not communicated in signaling messages. The
channel is created using out-of-band TURN messages that are not routed through the RTM
Application. As a result, the RTM Application has no knowledge about the IP port numbers
used for the relay channel.
For the encapsulated media to receive QoE treatment, the RTM-SDN Service must be made
aware of the existence of the relay channel. The recommended way to achieve this is by
having the TURN server or the RTM endpoint communicate with the RTM-SDN Service
directly and send a session_start message whenever a TURN relay channel has been
established. This gives the RTM-SDN Service full visibility into all relay channels.
Note that multiple media flows may be carried across the same relay channel. Since the 5tuple identifies the relay channel rather than individual media flows, QoS markings are
applied to the channel as a whole. This means that the RTM-SDN Service will apply the same
QoS treatment to all flows routed through the channel.

Media Anchoring
While the use of ICE results in the selection of optimal call paths in most cases, it is not
supported by all user agents. Moreover, ICE is typically also not used to establish call paths to
media services hosted in the cloud hosting center. In those cases, media anchoring is used as an
alternative mechanism to establish end-to-end call paths. Media anchoring relies on the Backto-Back Agent to create public termination points on behalf of user agents on private networks.
This allows the B2BA to advertise itself as the entity that will receive media streams destined for
that user agent and then relay all media sent to the public termination points to the associated
user agents.
B2BAs implement media anchoring as follows:
1. When the B2BA receives a signaling message that advertises a private IP address/port
combination for a user agent, it allocates a corresponding public IP address/port
combination on its own (external) public interface. The B2BA then advertises itself as the
termination point for the user agent by replacing the private IP address/port pair in the
signaling message with this newly allocated public IP/port pair. This means that all media
destined for user agent A will instead be sent to the termination point on the B2BA.
2. The B2BA must then relay received media for user agent A to its ultimate destination by
forwarding media to the NAT’d IP address of A. Since ICE is not used, this NAT’d address is
not carried inside the signaling messages, which means that B2B Agents must obtain this
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address through other means. It is typical for B2B Agents to obtain this NAT’d address by
extracting it from the source IP address field in the IP header of the initial INVITE messages
sent by User Agent A.
3. All IP packets sent to user agent A’s NAT’d address will be forwarded by the NAT firewall to
the corresponding local IP address of the user agent on the private enterprise network.
The benefit of the media anchoring approach is that it results in successful calls in most
scenarios. It works with user agents that are not NAT-aware, and it successfully traverses most
types of firewalls.
Figure 10 shows a call between two users in different enterprises where all media is anchored
by the B2BA. The figure shows a call between two user agents in different enterprises, but the
scenario is identical for calls between user agents within the same enterprise (and located on
the same enterprise network

RTM
Application
RTM
B2B

NAT

NE

NAT
RTM

Figure 10.

Media anchoring by the B2BA

Figure 11 shows how the end-to-end media path is decomposed into multiple media segments.
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RTM
Application

RTM
B2B

NAT

NE

Segment 3
NAT
RTM

Segment 4
Figure 11.

Media segments for call using anchored media

The media flow shown in the figure consists of the four media segments listed in the following
table. In this table, AH and BH are the local host addresses of User Agents A1 and B1 respectively.
AS and BS are the NAT’d addresses of A1 and B1 (server-reflexive addresses using ICE
terminology), and B2BE is the IP address of the public interface of the B2BA.
Segment

Domain

Between

Identifying 5-Tuple

Segment 1

Enterprise A

User Agent A -> NAT A

(AH, B2BE)

Segment 2

Public Network

NAT A -> B2BA

(AS, B2BE)

Segment 3

Public Network

B2BA -> NAT B

(B2BE, BS)

Segment 5

Enterprise B

NAT B -> User Agent B

(B2BE, BH)

The RTM Applications and the B2B Agents interact with the RTM-SDN Service as follows to
ensure that the RTM-SDN Service can identify each of these segments:
1. Signaling messages from Endpoint A to Endpoint B are received by the B2B Agent. These
signaling messages advertise the local host address of the endpoint on the private tenant
network. The B2B Agent determines the corresponding NAT’d addresses for these private IP
addresses by extracting the source IP address from the signaling messages.
2. The B2B Agent creates media anchoring points on its externally facing (public) IP address
and advertises the IP addresses and ports of these anchoring points as the counterparties
for each call leg.
3. When the call has first been set up, the B2B Agent invokes a session_start operation to
inform the RTN-SDN Service of the new session. In cloud-hosted deployments, these
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operations must carry all possible IP addresses through which endpoints can be reached. In
the media anchoring case, this means that both the local host IP address as well as the
NAT’s IP addresses (as determined by the B2B Agent) must be send to identify the endpoint.
The operations also carry the anchor point IP addresses to identify the counterparty of the
call. By including all possible IP addresses, the RTM-SDN Service has all the necessary IP
address information required to determine call paths.
4. Since ICE isn’t used, no further negotiation needs to be done. The B2B Agent sends a
session_update operation to inform the RTM-SDN Service about the selected IP
addresses. In this case, the server reflexive IP addresses are used.
5. In response to receiving the session_update, the RTM-SDN Service can now determine
the end-to-end path. This path consists of a direct connection between the server reflexive
IP address and the B2B’s external IP address.
6. Based on its understanding of NAT, the RTM-SDN Service knows that there is an additional
segment that routes media from the NAT Firewall to the User Agent on the tenant network.
A second use of media anchoring is to route media for sessions that involve calls to hosted
application infrastructure components such as media servers or conference bridges. Figure 12
shows such a scenario where media flows between User Agent A and an RTM Application
component in the RTM Services Provider Network:

Segment 1

Segment 2
RTM
Application

RTM
B2B

NAT

Segment 3
Figure 12.

Call to Hosted Application Infrastructure

The scenario shown in the figure consists of the three media segments listed in the following
table. In this table, B2BI refers to the IP address of the internal interface of the B2BA, and RTMH
refers to the local host address of the RTM application component involved in the call.
Segment

Domain

Between

Identifying 5-Tuple

Segment 1

Enterprise A

User Agent A -> NAT A

(AH, B2BE)

Segment 2

Public Network

NAT A -> B2BA

(AS, B2BE)

Segment 3

Service Provider

B2BA -> RTM

(B2BI, RTMH)

The RTM Applications and the B2B Agents interact with the RTM-SDN Service as follows to
ensure that the RTM-SDN Service can identify each of these segments:
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1. Signaling messages from Endpoint A to the RTM Application are received by the B2B Agent.
These signaling messages advertise the local host address of the endpoint on the private
tenant network. The B2B Agent determines the corresponding NAT’d addresses for these
private IP addresses by extracting the source IP address from the signaling messages.
2. The B2B Agent creates media anchoring points on its externally facing (public) IP address
and advertises the IP addresses and ports of these anchoring points as the counterparties
for each call leg.
3. Since the call is destined for a service running inside the cloud hosting center, the B2B Agent
creates a corresponding internally facing (private) IP address on the cloud service provider
network. It advertises this address in the INVITE message sent to the RTM Application. The
RTM Application responds with a signaling message that advertises its own (private) IP
address on the cloud service provider network.
4. The B2B Agent sends a session_start message that includes both of these private IP
addresses. Since only one IP address is advertised for each side of the call, no further
session_update messages are required.

7. Requesting QoE
Enterprise deployments of the RTM-SDN framework make the simplifying assumption that the
entire deployment consists of one single network that is managed by one (logically centralized)
SDN controller. In this deployment scenario, RTM applications communicate with a single
instance of the RTM-SDN Service, which in turn communicates with the single SDN controller to
request QoE treatment and monitor quality.
However, as the use cases in the previous section illustrate, a typical cloud-hosted RTM
deployment involves at least three different routing domains: the enterprise customer routing
domain, the RTM services provider routing domain, and the access network provider routing
domain. To further complicate matters, while the access network makes up one logical routing
domain, this network may actually consist of multiple administrative domains. The example in
Figure 13 shows two service providers (Service Provider 1 and Service Provider 2) that cooperate
to provide end-to-end public access network services for Enterprise B. We refer to each of these
network service providers to as an Administrative Domain (AD) that is responsible for a
collection of connected Internet Protocol (IP) routing prefixes. As shown in Figure 13, it is
expected that each administrative domain will provide its own RTM-SDN Service that
communicates with the SDN controllers in its domain to allow its customers to manage QoE.
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Figure 13.

RTM-SDN Deployment with Multiple Administrative Domains

Coordination is required between the RTM-SDN Services in each of these domains to ensure
proper end-to-end QoE treatment and monitoring of media flows. Such coordination could be
provided through a number of mechanisms:
1. NBI Support for Multiple Domains: The RTM-SDN Services North-Bound Interface (NBI) could
be extended to allow RTM Applications to communicate with each of the RTM-SDN domains
through which their media streams flow. While technically feasible, this is not a very
desirable solution since it shifts the burden of coordination to the RTM Application.
2. RTM-SDN Services Federation: RTM-SDN Services could establish pairwise peer-to-peer
connections that allow them to negotiate end-to-end QoE treatment for media streams that
traverse their domains. This approach requires the design of new RTM-SDN federation
protocols and associated interfaces. It also carries significant administrative overhead
related to the peering agreements that are required between all of the domains involved.
3. Decomposition and Delegation: RTM-SDN Services could be extended with functionality to
decompose QoE requests for end-to-end media flows into multiple QoE sub-requests, one
for each of the media segments that make up the end-to-end flow. RTM-SDN Services can
then delegate responsibility for each of these segments to the RTM-SDN Service in the
domain (or domains) through which the segment flows. This is the recommended approach,
since communication between RTM-SDN Services leverages the same NBIs used by the RTM
Applications. This approach also does not require any peer-to-peer arrangements, since only
consumer-provider interactions are used.
Figure 14 shows an example of RTM-SDN Service decomposition and delegation. An RTM-SDN
Service instance deployed in the cloud data center takes on the role of RTM-SDN Master. RTM
Applications deployed in the datacenter communicate with the master to request QoE
treatment for end-to-end media flows. In response to these QoE requests, the RTM-SDN Master
decomposes end-to-end media flows into the corresponding media segments, and delegates
QoE responsibility for each of these segments to the RTM-SDN Services in the domains for each
segment.
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Figure 14.

RTM-SDN Service Decomposition and Delegation

Note that in Figure 14, the RTM-SDN Master is not a new piece of technology, it is merely a role
assumed by the RTM-SDN Service. This means that the decomposition process can happen
recursively within individual administrative domains as well. Recursive decomposition and
delegation is a powerful paradigm for building scalable multi-domain RTM-SDN services.
In order to support recursive decomposition, the RTM-SDN architecture must be extended to
provide the following additional capabilities:
•

Topology discovery: The RTM-SDN Service must provide a mechanism through which to
discover the end-to-end topology of the public access network so it can determine the set of
autonomous systems through which media may flow.
If BGP is used as the inter-domain routing protocol, the topology discovery could be done by
implementing a BGP route server that peers with each administrative domain’s autonomous
systems in order to construct a full view of the inter-domain network topology. This
topology could be represented using a graph with the autonomous systems as nodes and
peering connections between the autonomous systems as edges.

•

Path computation: A mechanism is required for the RTM-SDN Service to determine the path
taken by each media flow through the public access network topology with the goal of
determining the set of administrative domains through which the media travel.
For path computation, two mechanisms are possible:
-

The RTM-SDN Service could compute the path by replicating the forwarding decisions
made by the network routing protocol (e.g. BGP) using the discovered network topology
graph.

-

The RTM-SDN Service could query each subordinate RTM-SDN service sequentially for
the next hop in the path, starting with the RTM-SDN Service for the domain that
contains the source address of the path. Note that this mechanism may fail if not all
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domains have SDN Controllers. Traceroute could be used to overcome gaps and to
identify further downstream administrative domains.
•

Service discovery: once the set of administrative domains is known through which media
flow, the platform must then determine the RTM-SDN Services for each of those
administrative domains. This functionality is most easily provided through a registry for
RTM-SDN Services that allows a master RTM-SDN service to look up subordinate RTM-SDN
Services by AS numbers. RTM-SDN Services would register themselves with this registry, or
administrators could configure RTM-SDN Service information manually into the registry.

In order to provide topology discovery, path computation, and controller discovery, the RTMSDN architecture has been extended with a Service Topology Manager module as shown in the
following figure:
RTM
Application 1

SBC 1

RTM
Application N

°°°

SBC N

RTM-SDN Master
Automated QoE Service

Automated Diagnostics
Service

Service
Topology
Manager

RTM-SDN AQS

1

SDN
Figure 15.

ADS

RTM-SDN AQS

2

ADS

SDN

°°°

RTM-SDN AQS

N

ADS

SDN

RTM-SDN Architecture for UCaaS

The Service Topology Manager provides centralized visibility into the complete network
topology graph. The Service Topology Manager is also used as the centralized registry that
tracks the RTM-SDN Services responsible for each administrative domain.
In a typical scenario, the AQS and ADS use the Service Topology Manager API to:
1. Determine the ordered set of administrative domains through which media flows are
routed.
2. Retrieve the addresses of the RTM-SDN Services for each of the administrative domains in
the path.
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3. Using this information, communicate directly with each of the RTM-SDN Services in the path
to delegate requests for QoS treatment and for monitoring call quality.

8. Operations
RTM-SDN Services for cloud-hosted deployments use the same registration, session, and
diagnostics operations presented in the Automated QoE Service and Automated Diagnostics
Service documents. Please refer to the IMTC Automating Diagnostics using SDN [2] document
for a complete description of those operations.

9. Information Model
In cloud-hosted RTM Application deployments, the RTM-SDN operations largely leverage the
same information models described in those earlier documents as well, with the exception of
the Session Information Model. To support cloud-hosted RTM deployments, the Session
Information Model must be extended to support the Call Leg, Media Flow Segment, Routing
Domain, and Administrative Domain concepts introduced earlier. The updated Session
Information Model is shown in figure 15 below. As in the earlier documents, the tree
representation in this figure is intended to show a hierarchical breakdown of the top-level
session element (as opposed to a set of tables in a relational database). In this figure,
information elements that are linked into the tree using dashed lines are optional.
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Figure 16.

Session Information Model

To avoid confusion, the remainder of this section describes the complete set of information
elements in the Session Information Model, not just those elements that are newly introduced
in this document. The following describes each of the sub-elements in detail.

Session Element
The Session Information Element contains information related to the session as a whole. In the
information model presented here, a session refers to a connection between two user agents.
These user agents could be end-user devices (such as VoIP phones, UC&C soft clients,
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telepresence systems, etc.) or infrastructure components (such as audio bridges, multipoint
control units (MCUs), video routers, gateways, etc.) Using this model, a multi-party call or
conference is represented by multiple sessions, one for each participant in the conference, since
each conference participant establishes a separate session with the conference bridge. Sessions
belonging to the same multiparty conference share the same group field that uniquely
identifies the conference. Detailed session information is as follows:
Name

Type

Cardinality

Description

Description

String

0..1

Human-readable field that describes the type of
session (e.g. Lync Conference Call)

Start Time

Timestamp

1

Time when the session started (for example, this
could be UTC time with resolution of seconds).

Session ID

ID

1

Uniquely identifies the session. This can be used
for grouping media elements that belong to the
same session.

Group ID

ID

1

To support conference calls consisting of multiple
sessions.

User

User Element

0..2

Optional media elements describing one or both
of the users involved in the session to allow SDN
controllers to implement user-based policies.

Call Leg

Call Leg Element

1.. n

Information element describing the various media
flows in the session and the corresponding QoS
treatment.

User Element
Information elements related to each of the users associated with a session.
Name

Type

Cardinality

Description

User Name

String

1

String name that uniquely identifies the user.

User ID

String

1

User ID that uniquely identifies the user.

Tenant ID

ID

1

ID that represents the tenant domain in which the
user ID is relevant.

Call Leg Element
Information elements related to each of the call legs that together represent an end-to-end
session.
Name

Type

Cardinality

Description

Call ID

ID

1

ID that uniquely identifies this call leg

Session ID

ID

1

ID that uniquely identifies the end-to-end session
to which this call leg belongs

Media

Media Element

1.. n

Information element describing the various media
flows in the session and the corresponding QoS
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treatment.

Media Element
Information elements related to each of the media flows associated with a session and their
corresponding QoS treatment.
Name

Type

Cardinality

Description

Description

String

0..1

Human-readable field that describes the type of
flow (e.g. G.711 audio)

Src. Endpoint ID

ID

1

Uniquely identifies the source endpoint device.
This is used for correlating with an endpoint
specified in the registration model.

Dest. EndpointI D

ID

1

Uniquely identifies the destination endpoint
device. This is used for correlating with an
endpoint specified in the registration model.

Src. Host IP

IP Address

1

Local Host IP address of the source endpoint for
this media flow.

Src. Host Port

IP Port

1

Local Host IP port of the source endpoint for this
media flow.

Dest. Host IP

IP Address

1

Local Host IP address of the destination endpoint
for this media flow.

Dest. Host Port

IP Port

1

Local Host IP port of the destination endpoint for
this media flow.

Src. Reflexive IP

IP Address

0..1

Server-reflexive IP address of the source endpoint
for this media flow.

Src. Reflexive
Port

IP Port

0..1

Server-reflexive IP port of the source endpoint for
this media flow.

Dest. Reflexive IP

IP Address

0..1

Server-reflexive IP address of the destination
endpoint for this media flow.

Dest. Reflexive
Port

IP Port

0..1

Server-reflexive IP port of the destination
endpoint for this media flow.

Src. Relayed IP

IP Address

0..1

Relayed IP address of the source endpoint for this
media flow.

Src. Relayed Port

IP Port

0..1

Relayed IP port of the source endpoint for this
media flow.

Dest. Relayed IP

IP Address

0..1

Relayed IP address of the destination endpoint for
this media flow.

Dest. Relayed
Port

IP Port

0..1

Relayed IP port of the destination endpoint for
this media flow.

Flow Segment

Flow Segment
Element

1..n

Information element describing the various flow
segments that make up the end-to-end media
flow.
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QoS Requested

Requested QoS
Element

1

Desired QoS treatment for this flow.

QoS Granted

Granted QoS
Element

1

Applied QoS treatment for this flow

Age-out Timer

Timer

0..1

Optional timeout value that specifies how long the
media can be inactive before the SDN controllers
decide to remove it (for example, the units could
be in seconds).

Flow Segment Element
The following information elements uniquely identify flow segments:
Name

Type

Cardinality

Description

Flow ID

ID

1

Uniquely identifies the flow segment. This is used
for correlating flow segments in the session model
with flow segments in the media metrics.

IP Address Type

IPv4 or IPv6

1

Specifies whether IPv4 or IPv6 is used.

Routing Domain

String

1

Uniquely identifies the routing domain within
which the flow segment is located. IP addresses in
the 5-tuple for this flow segment are unique
within this routing domain.

Source IP

IP Address

1

Source IP address for the flow

Source Port

IP Port

1

Source IP port for the flow

Destination IP

IP Address

1

Destination IP address for the flow

Destination Port

IP Port

1

Destination IP port for the flow

Transport

Transport Type

1

Transport protocol used for the flow

Administrative
Domain

Administrative
Domain Element

1..n

Information element describing the various
administrative domains in this routing domain
through which this media segment flows.

Administrative domain Element
Administrative domain information elements identify the set of administrative domains within a
routing domain through which media segments flow.
Name

Type

Cardinality

Description

Description

String

1

Human-readable description of the administrative
entity that is responsible for this administrative
domain.

AD Number

Integer

1

Number that uniquely identifies this
administrative domain.

Controller

DNS name

1

DNS name through which the SDN Controller for
this administrative domain can be reached.
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QoS-Related Information Model
When specifying the requested QoS treatment, the UC&C application uses the Requested QoS
information element as follows:
Name

Type

Cardinality

Description

Class

Application Class

1

Application class for the specified flow

Avg Bandwidth

Number

1

Average bandwidth used by the flow (in kb/s)

Min. Bandwidth

Number

0..1

(Optional) minimum bandwidth required by the
flow (in kb/s)

Max. Bandwidth

Number

0..1

(Optional) maximum bandwidth allowed for the
flow (in kb/s)

Application Class
The Application Class Information Model is as follows:
Name

Type

Cardinality

Description

Value

Enumeration [

1

Interactive Voice - Enterprise Voice, IP Telephony,
Audio Conferencing (sensitive to latency, jitter,
packet loss)

Interactive Voice
Interactive Video

Interactive Video - Real-time video conferencing,
Telepresence (sensitive to latency, jitter, packet
loss)

Interactive Multimedia
Broadcast Video
Streaming Multimedia

Interactive Multimedia – Desktop Sharing, Virtual
Collaboration, interactive multi-player gaming

Signaling
Transactional

Broadcast Video – Broadcast/multicast video,
video surveillance (typically one-way video,
sensitive to packet loss)

Bulk Data
Best Effort

Streaming Multimedia – Streaming video,
streaming audio, YouTube, Pandora (typically uses
client-side buffering and can retransmit lost
packets)

Scavenger
]

Signaling - Call Signaling (e.g. SIP, H323)
Transactional - Latency sensitive data applications
Bulk Data - Email, file transfers, software updates,
and backups
Best Effort - Default service
Scavenger - Low priority traffic, below best effort

In response to these requests, the Automated QoE Service sends responses back to the UC&C
infrastructure that contain the Granted QoS treatment applied to each of the flows. These
information elements look as follows:
Name

Type

Cardinality

Description

Actual Class

Application Class

1

Actual class for the specified flow

DSCP

Number

1

DiffServ Code Point for the flow in decimal
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Actual
Bandwidth

Number

1

Actual bandwidth allocated for the flow (in kb/s)

Return Codes Information Model
Information returned by the Automated QoE Service to the UC&C infrastructure may contain:
1. Errors to indicate a failed operation.
2. Reason to provide context to asynchronous events.
Errors and reasons both use the Return Code Information Model:
Name

Type

Cardinality

Description

Return Code

Enum

1

Standard return code

Return String

String

1

Human-readable string providing additional
context
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Appendix A.

About the RTM SDN Activity Group

Today many enterprises and small-to medium-sized businesses worldwide are retooling their
real-time media environments into a full collaboration suite, thereby increasing user
productivity and enabling their workforce to communicate in a truly engaging mobile and rich
multimedia experience. Real-time media modalities such as voice, video, web conferencing,
interactive white boards and virtual collaboration are now being delivered into a seamless
integration of business workflows and applications.
Unfortunately, many real-time deployments suffer from a variety of Quality of Experience (QoE)
and reliability issues: including users having difficulty in establishing new connections, and once
sessions are established may experience intermittent audio quality issues, pixelated and lowPage 32 of 33

quality video, or sluggish virtual collaboration and white boarding sessions resulting in poor
usability, frustrated users and low adoption. These quality and reliability issues prevent
organizations from realizing their full potential of their real-time collaboration investments.
This is because real-time media is highly dependent on the quality of the underlying network,
with some collaboration solution vendors indicating that 60% to 80% of user experience
problems are caused by issues with the underlying network. In practice, troubleshooting these
types of intermittent network issues for real-time media is complex and time-consuming and
when issues have been identified, addressing them often requires highly specialized domain
experts, costly infrastructure upgrades and/or complex network reconfigurations, all of which
have a significant negative impact on total cost of ownership and business outcomes.
The IMTC Real-Time Media Software Defined Networks (RTM SDN) Activity Group leverages the
emergence of Software Defined Networking (SDN) as a powerful and flexible solution to address
the challenges of deploying and supporting a high quality and reliable user experience for realtime media. By allowing real-time media applications to dynamically interact with the network
using a set of machine-to-machine APIs, we aim to ensure that application-level quality of
experience and performance requirements can be met and automatically optimized by the
underlying network infrastructure, without human intervention required. RTM SDN provides
visibility and automation to enable the rapid deployment of complex ecosystem of networks,
real-time media applications, devices and services end-to-end.
The IMTC RTM SDN Activity Group engages in the following:
•

Define use cases

•

Analyze RTM SDN capabilities

•

Define a RTM SDN framework

•

Define APIs and data models

•

Technical Documents

•

Define a certification program

•

Liaison with other standards organizations
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